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1. Introduction

It was proved by H. Nagao that a finite group which has the same
table of characters as a symmetric group Sn is isomorphic to Sn. The
purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem. // a finite group G has the same table of characters as
an alternating group An, then G is isomorphic to An.

As is shown in [2], a group G as in the theorem has the same
order as An, therefore the theorem is trivial for n=2 and 3. Further-
more, the degrees of corresponding irreducible characters of G and An

coincide with each other, the numbers of elements of corresponding con-
jugate classes of G and An are the same, and G has the same multipli-
cation table of conjugate classes as An. From the last fact it follows that
G is simple for n^5. Since it is known that a simple group of order
60 or 360 is isomorphic to As or A6, the theorem is true for n = 5 and 6.

Now we shall give here an outline of the proof of the theorem
which will be given in the next section. An alternating group An is
isomorphic to the group generated by al9 tf2> >#»- 2 with the following
defining relations

• aϊ = l, a\ = a\ = - = «L2 = 1

(a{atf = 1 (i = 1, 2 ,-, w-4, ι+ !<;)

(For the proof, see [1], Note C). The proof of the theorem is carried
out by showing the existence of elements #ι, > #»-2 in G which satisfy
the above relations.

Let C*(/ίS /?,•••) be the totality of elements of An which can be
expressed as a product of oίλ cycles of length ily cc2 cycles of length / 2,
such as each of letters occurs in only one cycle of them, where we as-
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sume ίr>l except for C*(l). In AnJ C*(/?S f'S2,— ) is itself a conjugate
class or a union of two conjugate classes with the same number of
elements. Let G be a group with the same table of characters as An,
and let C^i?1, /JV ) be the conjugate class or the union of two conjugate
classes corresponding to C*(i?S i?,— )• Then {C(i^y f'S2,—)} has the

same multiplication table as {C*(ί?S f'SV )} an(i the number of elements

°f W' *••"> "
ing multiplication tables will be used frequently.

(MO C(22)-C(22) =
(»— 4)! 2

, 4) + 6C(22, 3) + 6C(24) + 9C(32)

(M2) C(3) C(3) = , C(l) + (1 + 3(n - 3)} C(3) + 8C(22) + 2C(32)

+ 5C(5).

(M.) C(3) C(22) - C(22, 3) + 4C(2,4) + 4(w-4)C(22) + 5C(5) + 3(w-3)C(3).

Lemma 1 and 2 in the next section will be useful to determine
the orders of elements in C(3), C(22) and C(5). After proving several
lemmas, we shall show that there are elements a^ in C(3) and azy bί9 ,
bn-t in C(22) such that a,a2 G C(3), afo G C(22), a2bf G C(3) (Lemma 11, 12,
13). Then it will be proved that the elements al9 a2y a3=bly a4=b1b2blί ,

an-2=bn-5bn-4bn-5 satisfy the relations (*).

2. Proof of Theorem

In this section, we assume that G is a finite group with the same
table of characters as An with n=4 or

Lemma 1. // the order of an element of CC/ΪSίSV ) is a prime
power pm

y then i= Σ<*Λ=0 (p).
r

Proof. As An is a doubly transitive group G has a irreducible
character % of degree n-l such that %(ά) = n — \ — i for aeC (i?1, /?>—)•

Since apm = l, we have %(ά) = Σo>r, where ω*m = l. Thus Σωr = «-l-ί,
r=i

and (n-l~i)prn=(Σωrγ
m=^ω^M=n-l (p), where $ is a prime ipeal

divisor of p in the field of pmth root of unity. Therefore n — I=npm—l
— ipm=n—\ — i (p\ and hence ι'=0 (^).
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Lemma 2. Let a^C(i°[\ i?,— ). // C(ft, i?, - ) is a conjugate class
of G, and ak € C(l)^ C(i"1 , *'?,—) for any k, then the order of a is a
prime number.

Proof. Suppose that the order of a is kj*2, where
By the assumption 0*1 6 CO'?1 , il2>~ \ and the order of ak* is &2, which is
less than kjz2. This is a contradiction. Therefore the order of a is a
prime.

Lemma 3. // G has the same table of characters as A4, then G is
isomorphic to A4.

Proof. Now G=C(1)^C(22)^C(3), where C(22) is a conjugate class
and C(3) is a union of two conjugate classes d(3) and C2(3).

Since the order of G is 12, G has elements of the order 3 and 2.
Let a be an element of order 2, then by Lemma 1 a is not in C(3),
therefore αeC(22), and an element b of order 3 is in C(3) -C1(3)WC2(3).
Let be d(3). Since C1(3) C(22)=)C1(3), there exist elements ̂  and az such
that ^eQS), 02<EC(22) and a&ζCtf), i.e. α? = l, β| = l and (a,a2γ = l.
Therefore Iί={alί a2} is a homomorphic image of A4. If the order of
H is 5, then A has a normal subgroup /f of the order 2 such that AJK
is isomorphic to H. But A has no normal subgroup of the order 2.
Therefore the order of H is 12, and so G is isomorphic to A4.

From now on we assume that n^7. Then Cζί?1, iSV ) occuring in
the multiplication tables (MO, (M2) and (M3) are themselves conjugate
classes in G. We shall denote by n(x) the order of the normalizer N(x)
of an elemente x, and if x is in a conjugate class Cζi?1, i£2, ) then n(x)
is also denoted by n(i**> ίS2,--)- Since N(x}ζ-N(xk\ n(x) is a divisor of
Λ(**).

Lemma 4. // αeC(3), Mew 0*€C(3)^C(1) βwrf ίAe orrfer o/ 6r w 3.

Proof. From the multiplication table (M2) C(3) C(3) = C(l) ̂  C(3) ̂  C(22)
^C(32)^C(5). Since w(3) does not divide n(22), n(32) and w(5), «* does
not belong to C(22)^C(32)^C(5). Thus a2 £ C(3)^C(1). If β^eCCS)
UC(1), then α* = β*-1 αeC(3) C(3) and hence β*€C(3)^C(l). Therefore
by an induction on k, we have α*€C(3)uC(l). for all k. By Lemma 2
the order of a is a prime, and by Lemma 1 it is 3.

Lemma 5. // 06C(22), then <? = !.

Proof. From the multiplication table (MO C(22) C(22) = C(1)WC(22)
^C(3)^C(5)^C(2,4)^C(22,3)^C(24)^C(32), where C(24) is omitted for
w = 7. By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4, ak £ C(5) WC(2, 4)
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, 3)^C(32). If a" is contained in C(24), then
n(Z ) o (n— 4)!

O4 O

= - ̂ ^ - must be an integer. But this is impossible
(w-4X»-5Xn-6X»-7)

except for w=8.
Now in the case of n = 8, since n(22) does not divide «(3), «*jίC(3).

Therefore it is easily seen that β*e C(1)^C(22)^C(24). From the multili-
cation table (M2), there are two elements bί9 b2 of C(3) such that a=b1b2,
and tf = b1bJ>J>2=(bJ>2bϊl) bτl b2£C(3)*. It is easily seen that C(3)3 does
not contain C(24), hence tf2£C(24), and a2 e C(22)^C(1).

Suppose that a2 g C(l). Then a2 G C(22). If ak e C(24) for some A?, then
a2k=(a2)k£C(2*\ Since 0M/6 C(22)^C(24)^C(1), and <24) does not divide
w(22), akk' e C(24)w C(l) for all &', Hence by Lemma 1 and 2, the order
of an element of C(24) is 2, and therefore a2k = l. This is a contradiction.
Thus 0*£C(24) and ^GC(22)^C(1) for all k. By Lemma 1 and 2, we
have #2 = 1, which contradicts the first assumption. Thus this lemma is
proved for n = 8.

In the case of n Φ 8, we have seen ak £ C(24) for any integer k, hence
tf2GC(22)uC(3)^C(l). Now a* = a2 a£{C(22}vc(3}vC(l)}.C(22\ and so
from the multiplication tables (MO and (M3) and by considering the
orders of normalizers of elements it is seen that #3G C(22)v;C(3)wC(l).
Now if #3eC(3), then by Lemma 4 (Λ3)3 = l, but by Lemma 1 the order
of a can not be 3\ cf i C(l), thus a3 G C(22). If αfe <Ξ C(3) for some fe, then
for b=a\ bkeC(3} since £eC(22). On the other hand, bk = (ak)* = l since
ak € C(3) and the order of an element of C(3) is 3. This is a contradiction.
Thus 0*j£C(3), therefore α 2 G C(22)^C(1). By the same argument as in
the proof of Lemma 4, we have now a2=l.

Lemma 6. Any element x of C(32) is uniquely expressed as a product
of two commutative elements a, b of C(3) disregarding their arrangement,
and x3 = l.

Proof. From C(3) C(3) = 2C(32)+ •••, x can be expressed in exactly
two ways as a product of two elements of C(3). If x = ab with a, &e C(3),
then x=a b=b(b~lab) = (b~1ab}(b~1a~1bab). It is easily seen that aΦb and

b. Hence a=b~1ab i.e. ab = ba, and we have (αδ)3 = l by Lemma 4.

Lemma 7. ^4wjv element x of C(22, 3) can be expressed uniquely as a
product of an element a of C(3) and an element b of C(22). Two elements
a and b are commutative and the order of x is 6.

Proof. From C(3) C(22) = 1 C(22, 3)+ •••, the first half of the lemma
is evident. Now x = a b = (bab}(ba~lbab\ babeC(3) and baobab € C(22),
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therefore a = bab i.e. ab=ba, and so from cf = \ and b2 = l, the order of
x is 6.

Lemma 8. The oder of an element x of C(5) is 5, and xk G C(5) for
βφO (5).

Proof. From C(22) C(22) = 5C(5)4- — there exist two elements a and
b of C(22) such that x = aby and x is expressed in exactly five ways as a
product of two elements of C(22). Now x = ab = b(bab) = (bab)(babab)
= (babab)(bababab} = (bababab}(babababab\ and by Lemma 1 the order of
element of C(5) can not be 2, 3 and 4, and therefore it is easily seen
that these five expressions of x as a product of two elements of C(22)
are all distinct. Since x = (babababab)(bababababab) is also an expression
as a product of two elements of C(22), and b(abj is not equal to
b,bab,b(ab)2 and b(ab)\ b(aVf must be equal to a i.e. (ab)* = l. Since
(ab)2 = (aba)b and (ab)* = (ab)-2, these are contained in C(22) C(22) and from
the multiplication table (MO and Lemma 1, except the elements of C(5),
the order of any element of cojugate classes in C(22) C(22) is not 5.
Therefore both (ab)2 and (ab)3 are contained in C(5) and (ab)4 = (ab)~l is
also in C(5).

Lemma 9. // #6C(2, 4), then #26C(22) and x4 = l.

Proof. Since C(2, 4) is contained in C(3) C(22), there exist an element
a of C(3) and an element b of C(22) such that x=ab. If x2 = l then
abab = ίy aba = b, hence a~lba = ab, but a~lba is contained in C(22), which
is a contradiction. If #3 = 1, then ababab=l. ababa = b, hence a~lbaba=aby

but a~lbaba^aeC(3\ which is a contradiction. (Here x^y means that
x is conjugate to y.)

Since C(22) C(22) = 4C(2,4)+ and the order of x is not 2 and 3 as
proved above, we can show that the order of x is 4 by the same argu-
ment as in the proof of Lemma 8. Now x2 = a(bab}£ C(3) C(3) and the
only conjugate class in C(3) C(3) whose elements have order 2 is C(22),
therefore #2eC(22).

Lemma 10.
(1) Let x=abeC(5\ where a and b belong to C(22), then setting

aχt = x~iaxi

9 x = aχίbχi (ι = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) are all of the ways to express x
as a product of two elements of C(22). The same holds for a, be C(3)
or αeC(3), δeC(22).

(2) For elements a and b of C(22), // there exists an element y such
that y does not belong to C(5)WC(1), ay belongs to C(22) and y~λb belongs
to C(22), then ab does not belong to C(5).
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(3) For an element a of C(3) and an element b of C(22), if there
exists an element y such that y does not belong to C(3)WC(5)UC(1), ay
belongs to C(3) and y~lb belongs to C(22), then ab does not belong to C(5).

Proof. (1) Since C(22) C(22)-5C(5)-ι- , it is enough to prove that
five elements aχi(0<i<4:) are all different. If aχi = aχj, where 0^ί</^4,
then axj~i=xj~ia. Since the oder of x is 5, ax=xa, hence ab=ba, which
shows that the order of x is not 5. This is a contradiction. The proof
for a, b G C(3) or a G C(3), b G C(22) is similer.

(2) Suppose x=ab€C(5). Then since x = (ay)(y~lb) and ay, y~lb
GC(22), by (1) ay=aχi = b(abf-1. Hence y=(abf and therefore y G C(5)
WC(1), which is a contradiction.

(3) Assume #^#iGC(5), then by (1) ay is equal to some a*', ay
is not equal to a. If ay=ax, then ay = ba~λaab = bab. Hence y=a~lbab
= a-lba-l a-1b=bababab a~1b>*~aba=a~l a-1b a€C(5), which is a contradic-
tion. If ay=aχ2, then ay=abababaabab. Hence y=bababa2bab=bababa~l

ba~la~lb^baba~lba~l = ba-ababab^a^CCS), which is a contradiction. If
ay=aχ3, then ay=ababaababab. Hence y=babazbabab=ba~l a~lba~lbabab
~a-1ba~1bab=bababaab'^a£C(3), which is a contradiction. If ay=ax\
then ay=ab a abababab. Hence y=ba2bababab^aba = a~l a~lb a£ C(5),
which is also a contradiction. From these, # can not belong to C(5).

Lemma 11. For an element al of C(3), there exists an element a2 of
C(22) such that a,a2 € C(3).

Proof. FromC(3) C(22)iDC(3), this lemma is evident.

Lemma 12. Let al G C(3), a2 G C(22) and aλa2 G C(3). The number of
the elements b's in C(22) such that aJ)£C(22} and a2beC(22) is %(n-4)
(n-5). If b G C(22), a, b G C(3), a2b G C(22) then b is either a,a2a^1 or

Proof. From C(22) C(22)-{(w-4)(n-5) + 2}C(22)+ -, for the element
a2 there are («-4Xw-5) + 2 elements δ's in C(22) such that ^2feGC(22).
Let b be one of such elements. Then ajb G C(22) and a2(a2b) G C(22), hence
the element a2b is also one of elements as above. Now α^G C(3) C(22)
= C(22,3) ̂  C(5) w C(22) ̂  C(2,4) w C(3).

(1) aj) is not contained in C(22,3)^C(5).
Since alb=(ala2)(a2b), a^a2^.C(^) and ajb^C(22\ by Lemma 10 aj)

£ C(5). If #!&GC(22, 3) then by Lemma 7, al = a1a2ί which is a contradic-
tion. Therefore ajb £ C(22, 3).

(2) If there are elements b's such that ajb G C(2, 4) or aj) G C(22),
then the number of elements b's such that aj) G C(2, 4) are equal to the
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number of elements δ's such that aλb G C(22).
If χ=aj> G C(2, 4), then from C(3)-C(22)=4C(2,4)+ -, x=afbχi

(i = Q, 1, 2, 3) are all of the ways to express x as a product of an element
of C(3) and an element of C(22). For, if a, = ax then a^ba^a^b^baj),
hence aϊl = (alb)2, but aϊl G C(3) and (aj))2 G C(22), which is a contradiction.
If aλ = άf then a1 = baϊlba1ba1b = ba1 baϊl, hence ba1-ba1 = ly which is a con-
tradiction. If a, = af then a1 = albaίbaϊl, hence aΐl = (alb)\ which is a
contradiction. Thus <zf' are all distinct from each other. On the other
hand, alb=(ala2)(a2b\ aλaz£ C(3) and #2#GC(22), therefore aλa2 must be
equal to some αf f. α^ is not equal to alu If a1a2=ax

ί then aίa2=balby

hence aΐla2=(alb)2

y but ύ^^ΞCζS) and (fl^)2 G C(22), which is a contradic-
tion. If a1a2 = af then a^^a^a^aϊ1, hence a2aϊl = (ba1)

2

y which is a
contradiction. Therefore ^α2 must be equal to af=balbaϊl, and therefore
a1a2b=balbaϊlb~b£C(22). Thus we can conclude that if ^GC(2,4),
a,a2b belongs to C(22).

Conversely suppose a1b^C(22). Now a^ajb^ C(3) C(22), and (a^aj))2

= #1#2&#1#2& = a1a2(ϊϊlbcι2b=cιlcι2(iΐlcι2 — cι^l(i2cι1 G C(22). But for a conjugate
class in C(3) C(22), if a square of it's element belongs to C(22), then this
class must be C(2, 4). Therefore aλa2b G C(2, 4). Thus our assertion is
proved.

(3) If ^&GC(3), then b is either a,a2a^ or a^la2a,.
Let b, and b2 belong to C(22), and a&ζ C(22), ^Λ eC(3), and 6^&2

(/-I, 2). From (1) a&Jbi G C(3)WC(2, 4)WC(22) and a& ajbz C(3), hence

UC(32)^C(5) and ^φ62, therefore the order of 6A is ,̂ 3 or 5.
Assume a2bj)2^=\. As Λ2(6162) = (6162)β2, the order of #2#A is £, 5 or

JO. But ajbj>2=a^a, aϊlb£ C(3) C(3). Thus from the multiplication table
(M2) ajbj)2 G C(22) and therefore bj)2 G C(22), and hence by (1) aJ>J>2 G C(3)
^C(2, 4)^C(22). If aAb2£C(22\ then a1bίb2^alb1b2=l, a&b&bjt^l, hence
b1alb1aϊlb2aϊl = 'L, and therefore b^a&^a^afiiO^, but the left belongs to
C(3) and the right belongs to C(22), which is a contradiction. If ajbj)2

GC(2, 4), then by C(3) C(22)-4C(2, 4)+ -.-, ajbjb2 is expressed in exactly
four ways as a product of an element of C(3) and an element of C(22).
But a1(blb2] = (aA) b2 = (alb2)bl = (a^^ajbjb^ = (ala2bl)(b2az), and it is easily
seen that these are distinct five ways of expressions of a1b1b2 as a product
of an element of C(3) and an element of C(22), which is a contradiction.
Thus aJ>J>2£C(2, 4). If 0Aδ2eC(3), then by C(3) C(3)-8C(22)+.. , b2 is
expressed in exactly eight ways as a product of two elements of C(3).

= (b2a1}aϊl = aϊl(a1b2) = (b2aϊl)a1 = (b1a2aϊl}(ala2b1b2)y and it is easily seen that
these are distnct nine ways of expressions of b2 as a product of two elements
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of C(3), which is a contradiction. Thus aJ)J)2 £ C(3). Hence a2b1b2 must
be equal to ly and therefore b2=a2bly which means that b2 is uniquely
determined by 6 l β Now take a^aϊ1, then a^aϊ1 G C(22), «1(a1ur2flr

1) = ̂ A^2
GC(3), and Λ2(Λ1α2αr1) = «Γ1«A^C(22). Therefore 6 such that ^δeC(3)
and a2b£.C(22} is either a^aϊ1 or a2 ala2aϊl = aϊla2al.

(4) From the proofs above, there are exactly Kw~ 4)(w — 5) elements
δ's such that ajb G C(22).

Lemma 13. Let ^eC(3), #2GC(22), β^2GC(3), fAew there are n-4
elements bys in C(22) such that ajb 6 C(22), a2b G C(3).

Proof. From C(3) C(22) = 4(w-4)C(22)-h , for ^ there are f(w-3)
(« — 4) elements b's such that d^fteC^2), and for such δ's, since ^6 and
tfΓ1^ belong to C(22) and a^ajί) and ^Or1^) belong to C(22), ajb and tfΓ1^
are included f(« — 3)(w — 4) element δ's, and 6, ̂ 6 and tfΓ1^ are all distinct.
For such elements bίy b2 the sets {bly aj)^ aΐ1^} and {b2, aj)2, aϊlb2} are
the same set or have no common element. Now aJ>=a2aί albGC(3) C(22)

(1) a2b is not in C(22, 3).
a2b=a2a1 aϊlb = a2aϊl alb> hence by Lemma 7 if ajb G C(22, 3), then azaλ

= a2a^y and this is a contradiction. Therefore a2b£C(22> 3).
(2) There are K»-4Xw-5) elements 6Js such that a2beC(22\ and

for such 6, tf^δ and a2aϊlb belong to C(2, 4).
By Lemma 12 there are ?(n — 4)(»— 5) elements &'s such that ^26

GC(22). Now a2^6GC(3)-C(22) and (a2a1b}2=a2alba2a1b = a2ala2aϊl = aϊla2al

G C(22), hence from the multiplication table (M3), a2aj) G C(2, 4) and in
the same way we have a2aϊlb G C(2, 4).

(3) If a2b G C(3), then a2aj> and a2a^b G C(5).
Λ^δ G C(3) C(22) and a^aj) = a^a2-ajb G C(3) C(3), therefore a2aj) G C(22)

WC(3)^C(5). If 02^GC(22), then by (2) a2 aϊlalb=a2b£ C(2, 4), which
is a contradiction. If a2aj} £€(*$), then a2a1ba2a1ba2a1b=ly therefore
b==aϊla2aϊla2ba2baϊla2a1^a2ba2bal = ba2a1^a2a1beC(3\ which is a contradic-
tion, Thus Λ2α!&6C(5), and in the same way we have a2a^lb G C(5).

(4) If a2b£C(2, 4), then a&b or e^r1^ G C(22).
For bajb, which belongs to C(22), a2 ba2be C(22), and a^ba2b=ba^ajb

G C(3). By Lemma 12 δ#2δ must be equal to a~la2a1 or a^aϊ1. If te2δ
= aϊla2al then alb-a2=a2-a1by hence (α2α16)2 = l, but a^bζ C(3) C(22), and
from the multiplication table (M3), a2aJ)£C(22}. If ba2b = ala2a^1, then
a2 ba1 = ba1 a2, and in the same way we have a2bal = a2a^lb^C(22).

(5) From (2), (4) there are f(«— 4X«— 5) elements b's such that #2έ
GC(22)^C(2, 4), and since f(n - 3)( * - 4) -|(w- 4X«-5) = 3(w-4), there are
3(«-4) elements δ's such that «2δG C(3)^C(5).
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(6) There are n — 4 elements b's such that a2beC(3).
From (3), (5), the number of elements b's such that ajb 6 C(5) is at

least 2(^-4). Let #A<GC(5), aJ>2€C(5) and ί^φέ,,, then 6f , MA>
biajbidfii and bidjbidjbiajbi (ί = l, 2) are all distinct elements in C(22) and
their products with #2 belong to C(5). For, if bί(a2b-Ly=b2(a2b2)

k

y (O^y,
&^3), then (a2bίy

+ί = (a2b2)
k+l, and as the order of ̂  and 02δ2 are 5,

there exists an integer r such that a2bl = (a2b2)
r. Hence blb2=(bza2Y~l i.e.

δι&2€C(5). But 6162=61α1 αr162 and by Lemma 10 διδ2j£C(5), which is a
contradiction. Thus for the element #2, the number of the elements d's
such that de C(22) and 0^6 C(5) is at least 8(w-4). But from C(22) C(22)
= 5C(5)H — , the number of such d's is just 8(« — 4). Therefore there are
2(^—4) elements b's such that #2δ€C(5), and so the number of elements
b's such thac a2beC(3) is w — 4.

Lemma 14. // ^ 6 C(3), 02eC(22), ^a2GC(3), and 6, eC(22) (ί = l,2,
3,4), ^A 6C(22), Λ2δ, GC(3) βwJ δ. φδy (iφj),

(1) 6^
(2) afr
(3) brbjbkbjGC(22), for distinct i, j and k.
(4) bibjbi bkblb/ίeC(22)y for distinct i, j, k and /.

Proof. (1) b.b^b^ajb^ C(3) C(3)-C(1)^C(3)^C(22)^C(32)^C(5).
Since 6f φ6y, 6^jiC(l). Since M^Mi ^Γ1^, MιeC(22), ^b^C(22\
and «!6C(3), by Lemma 10 M^C(5). If 6f^6C(32), then bibj=bia^a2bj

and by Lemma 6 bibj=a2b^biaz and so a2brbj=bjbta2. Therefore (a^ajbibjj
= a^bibja^bibja^bibj^a^a^bjbibibj^a^ib^bibj G C(32). On the other
hand, ala2bibj=a1bj bia2eC(22) C(3) and from the multiplication table (M3),
there is no element of C(22) C(3) such that it's third power belongs to
C(32). Therefore btbj£C(32). If ^GC(22), then 6,- and 6y are commu-
tative with each other. Now δ, 6yΛ 2δyδ f€ C(22), a2 bibja2bjbί = a2bia2bja2bi

= bia^)ίbja^)i^bibj 6 C(22), and a^bibflpjb^bpfl^ajbjbi^a^ 6 C(3), hence
by Lemma 12, &ίδy02&y&f must be equal to a\^a2a^ or a^aϊ1. If bibjaj)^
= aΐla2aly then albibj=a2albίbja2=(a2ala2)(a2bίbja2)y but Λι(6ίδ^)6C(3) C(22)
and by the commutativity of ^ and δ^δy, the order of α^&y is 6, and
so αX^ δ y) G C(22, 3). Hence by Lemma 7 b{bj=a2bgbja2 i.e. (a2bib^f = ~\.J

which is a contradiction. In the same way bibfljbjb^a^a^^. Therefore
W^C(22). Thus M^C(3).

(2) flA-6^€C(3)-C(3) and a2bibjbi = (a2al)(a^bibjbi) = (a2a^(bialbjbi)
GC(22) C(3), hence from the multiplication tables (M2) and (M3) ^^^
6C(3)^C(5)^C(22). If a&bjbiZCφ)* then from C(3) C(3) = 5G(5)+ ,

i is expressed in exactly five ways as a product of two elements
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of C(3). But by (1) £^A = #AA/> hence
bia2bjbia2bibjbi)=(a2bj}^^

ibj), and these six expressions are all distinct. For if # A
^bjbjdfiibjbi then (bjbi)(a2bi) = (a2bi}(bjbi\ therefore (a2bibjbί)

3 = ly which is
a contradiction. If #A = #A^A^ then bibja2bi = a2bjbibj and the left
belongs to C(3), and the right belongs to C(5), which is a contradiction.

In the other cases, the proofs are similar. Thus #A£ A £ C(5).
If tfA#A£C(3)> then a2bibjbia2bibjbia2bibjbi = 'ίy hence ajbibjaj}^

b^l, and so bibja2bibja2bibja2bja2bia2bj=l, therefore (ajbibjf
But a2bja2bia2bja2~bi 6 C(22), therefore (ajbibjf G C(22),

and from the multiplication table (M3), ajbib^ C(22)^C(22, 3). If tfA^
€ C(22), then tfA^A^Ml^A € C(22) and by the proof of (3) in Lemma 13,
a^bfbjbi G C(5). Since a2albibjbi = a2(biaϊlbjbί) = (a2bibj)(bjbibiaϊlbjbi)==(a2bibj)
(# A)> this contradicts (2) in Lemma 10. Thus # A& A £ C(3). Therefore

(3) (δ,δ,XW = (M2X*AW e (C(3) C(3))n(C(3) C(22)) =
WC(5). Assume that b^bjbj^jbibjbj)^ in which both sides belong
to C(22). By (2) a2'bjbkbjbibjbkbj=bjbkbJa2bibjbkbjeC(3\ a^b]bkbjbibjbkbj

= bjbkbja^bibjbkbj G C(22). From (2) α2 bf b^jbibf)^^ bf = δ, bjbkbjbibjbkbj

• δt ^2, thus the left side = α2 ftίfey&ί MA &*&/• fcίδ A' " MA M^ = δf 6 A ' ̂ « M<
• afiibfbibjbi bibkbi bibjbi, and transforming the right side in the same
way, we have a2bjbi = bjbia2. Hence a2bjbibj=bjbia2bjy but a2bJbibj^C(22)
and &A^yGC(3), which is a contradiction. Thus bi^bjbkbjbibjbkbj i.e.
(bibjbkbrf = 1. Consequently, £ A & A ^ c(22)

(4) MA-MA^(M,X^-&AWeC(3).C(22). From (3) (MAMΛ)2 =
bibjbi bkbtbkbibjbibkbtbk = bkbξbk bfbjbrbfbjbi M/^Λ = 1- Therefore by the
multiplication table (M3), MA' MA 6 C(22).

Lemma 15. 77z£r£ αr^ ^—2 elements a{ (i = l, 2, , w — 2)

Proof. By Lemma 13, for a,eC(3\ «2eC(22), and ^a2€C(3), there
are w-4 elements δiA, — , 6M_ 4 such that 6t eC(22), #A-GC(22) and «A
eC(3), (ι = l,2,- ,«-4). Put a3 = bly a4 = b1b2b1,—9ai = bi-3bi-2bi-3,—,an-2

= bn-5bn-4bn_5, then 03,04,— , Λ ^ _ 2 G C(22).
For i^4, ΛΛ = έϊA_aδ ί-26 ί-a = δί-8βΓ1*ί-26ί-8eC(22), and by (2) of

Lemma 14 a2ai = a2bi-3bi_2bi^^C(22). By (1) of Lemma 14 α3«4=&1 δ1δA
= &AeC(3). For i^5, by (3) of Lemma 14 ajίai = bl^bi.jbi.2bi-^ C(22).
For /^4, aiai+l = bi-3bi-2bi-3 bi-2bi-1bi-2 = bi-.2bi-.5bi-1bi-2€C(3). For
and /]>/ + !, by (4) of Lemma 14
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Proof of Theorem:
By Lemma 15, there is a homomorphism from An to a subgroup H

of G generated by aί9 <z2, , #M_2. But since An is a simple group, An

is isomorphic to H, and comparing the orders we have H=G and An^G.
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